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Tim W

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service and quality. I will purchase again. 











Omar C

on
04/29/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great firearm and great service from buds. 











Daniel W

on
11/30/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An excellent handgun. I still prefer the plain old XD. Very accurate and runs any brand of ammo. Easy to disassemble and clean. I want another one just like it. Perfect. 











Meghan M

on
08/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol. I have run around 300 rounds (cheap junk and high quality) through this gun with absolutely no issues. Very accurate with the grip angle allowing quick sight alignment. The pistol is also very easy to field strip and clean. The accessory rail in front of the trigger is also nice if you want a light, like myself, in case someone breaks in during the night. I will never buy another pistol from anyone but springfield. 











James D

on
02/19/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've collected many firearms over the years, but this was my 1st purchase from Bud's. New Buyer? FEAR NOT. These people are honest, fast, very prompt with communication via e-mail and phone, professional and very efficient with shipping and FFL transfer. I've been sending all of my fellow shooters to them with no problems. As for the Springfield XD, this is my 4th, and for the money, they can't be beat and quality is second to none. Good, strong and simple internal design. Great warranty. Dependable as a carry weapon and a rugged build making for a confident front line defense handgun and leaving the owner with no room to second guess. Added features you will find are that all accessories including the handgun are priced reasonably and affordable for most anyone to own. JD 











Richard M

on
02/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my 5th gun purchase from Buds and I obviously enjoy shopping with the company. This Springfield Armory 45 is a very nice pistol. With a 13 round clip and one in the chamber on a 45 semi auto you can't ask for much more. I think not only did I get a great price on this firearm but Springfield Armory made me a believer great quality great functionality. 











Justin K

on
12/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun at a great price! No hassels from Bud's, just a simple easy transaction. SA guns are ultra reliable and excellent quality. My new xd 45 did not disapoint. I have never owned a 13+1 45 before. I can't believe how easily it points and handles. Over all a fantastic gun!!! 











Michael M

on
08/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome product the best 45 I've ever owned and I own some high price 1911s and this is a amazing 45acp.The gun may be heavy for some and grips are a little big but this xd is awesome.I would recommend. 











William B

on
07/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An outstanding polymer frame pistol. I feel that it's construction is superior to Glock. For example, upon disassembling you'll immediately notice that the guide rod is all steel. The basic Glock guide rod is 1/2 polymer. The XD sights are steel. The basic Glock uses plastic sights. The XD has a grip safety along with a mechanical trigger safety. It's loaded chamber indicator is unmistakable. The XD also adds an additional visual safety on the butt plate of the slide; indicating whether the firing pin is in the ready/cocked position or not. It comes with its carrying case, gun lock and a dual mag holster as well as an outside the waist pistol holster. Both holsters are tension adjustable with an included allen key. Whether you're looking for a pistol for the range, or home defense/carry, the XD is an excellent choice! Bud's offers great customer service and is typically quick to ship. Their prices are hard to beat. 











Patrick C

on
01/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the first hangun I have ever owned and the first one I have fired in over ten years. Now that I live in NC and not in NY I thought it would be a good idea to have one for home protection. First time ordering through Buds and tghey were great, came when they said it would and were quick to answer questions when I called to check on the order. When I recieved the gun from my FFL I purchased a cleaning kit and then proceeded to strip the gun and clean it.....THANK GOD FOR YOU TUBE!!! I am not going to lie but I was scared/nervous when I got to the range with all the noise and chambers flying around but the guys were quick to help out a beginner. Hardest part was the anticipation of that first shot recoil....after that I relaxed and settled it. On my second clip I hit the red bulls eye 11 of 13 shots at 15 yards. I put through 100 rounds of Winchester 230g FMJ's and experienced no problems. The weapon is too large for concealed carry other than in winter with a coat on but perfect for home protection. I enjoyed this weapon so much that after my CCW calss this week I will be purchasing the Springfield XD-m 45acp compact for my concealed. Great gun and will be buying from Buds again. 











Nino M

on
12/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Tremendous firearm! When folks talk about the XD being smooth as butter (even when calibered in the .45) they mean it. I'm relatively new to shooting having gone to the range a handful of times, but the XD feels right at home in my hands. For a polymer gun, feel is truly amazing; weight is right now point and feels very sturdy. If you are only a fan of steel guns, give this one a shot. Fantastic ergonomics (XL to XXL hands and can still get all of my pinky on the grip but not too big for some of my friends) as the firearm just becomes an extension of your hand. Point and shoot accuracy using Federal brass although think will be running PMC through it in the future because have had good experiences with it in the past. Definitely don't pass this up if you are in the market for a great, dependable firearm. Quite frankly, its a bargain under $500 vs. a comparable Sig, S&W, etc. 











Michael E

on
08/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first Springfield XD model. This .45acp weapon was solid, with a grip that my 'medium' hands handled comfortably despite the 13 rounds of .45 it carries. The loaded chamber indicator was unobtrusive yet easily seen, and the "cocked" indicator was a surprisingly useful feature! The gun was accurate, and recoil was extremely manageable. Decent sights, reliable performance, modest size for the power in this package. The simple takedown procedure was simple and quick to master. Overall, the gun alone was well worth the price, but the mag loader, holster and magazine carrier make this package an outstanding deal for someone seeking a great value on a solid, reliable weapon! 











Bryan B

on
08/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had my XD45 for 4 years. Accurate with no failure to feed or eject. I have large hands and the grip is extremely comfortable. 











Joseph W

on
07/31/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very good deal. Buds couldn't have done better. Once order was shipped I got my gun three days later. Just got home from range where I ran 120 rounds thru the gun. Two brands of cheap ammo, even mixed the two in one mag. Not one jam. Everything came and worked as expected. Definitly will purchase thru Bud's again. 











David F

on
07/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am absolutely pleasaed with this gun. I own several .45's but this is my first Springfiled. Weight and feel are excellent. 100 rounds fired w/o an issue. Bud's, thanks for the great price and service once again! 











Brian D

on
07/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is everything I was looking for, & thanks to budsguns for making everything as pleasant as can be. 











Thomas R

on
04/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased this handgun on the layaway plan. shipping and communication from Bud's was excellent. The XD45 is a great gun- accurate out of the box, sweet trigger pull, no miss fires loading or extracting issues. I highly urge anyone to buy this gun and to buy through Bud's. 











Freeman B

on
04/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Placing order....no problem Wait time....no problem Satisfied with product.....no problem Transfer....no problem Do I recommend Bud's, will I return, even for the Ammo...... YOU BET YOUR SWEET (_x_) I Will..... Thanx bud's....I'll be back for more. 











James B

on
02/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my latest purchase from Buds (Several more are inbound though). Let me start by saying Buds service is second to none. Best prices, fastest shipping and items arrive exactly as advertised. For the gun, I took it to the range and fired several hundred rounds through it earlier today. I own several similar style handguns and I must say this is by far the best of the bunch. The weight is what you would expect, the feel and balance are awesome. It fits jsut right in my hands. The ambi mag release is nice. The trigger is probably the best I have felt in years. It has about 5 lbs (my guestimate not measured as of yet) but it is so smooth you won't even notice it. The break is crisp and it is hard to jump on the trigger as it is so smooth in the pull. I did notice that unlike other brands I own, this trigger doesn't have to travel very far to re engage allowing for very quick second shots. The recoil is lighter than expected and it falls back on target easily. Matched with the trigger and short reset, it is one evil lead slinging machine. I really did fall in love with this XD 45 and I can't imagine a better feeling weapon at this point. I have yet to try the SIG 250F but that is next on my list. I think I am going to have to get this in 40 and 9mm as well since it is such a sweet everyday shooter. I don't carry concealed as the oppressive laws in MD make it impossible, but I do think it would be fairly decent in cold weather. Summer months might prove a bit tricky as it is a full sized handgun. The accessories are decent. I am not fond of the style and like a traditional full holster but if you like the style it fits well. If you are debating on getting one, go for it. They are priced to sell and it will most certainly become your everyday shooter.You won't be let down with this handgun. It is about as close to perfect as you can find in this class of firearms. 











Clayton S

on
02/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Update: I fired the gun today for the first time and it was great. I love this gun by far my favorite gun in my collection. Im going to order the 9mm 3" for better concealment although I can conceal this gun well its still a little large but still concealable under a coat. But summer is coming. Thanks Bud Im extremely happy with my service thus far. 











Clayton S

on
02/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second gun that I have bought threw Bud and it wont be the last. The layaway program is great and after I made my final payment I received the gun in 3 days I mean quick no problems what so ever. I called myy ffw dealer and the only thing wrong was the gun wasnt marked and didnt have my contact number on it but I knew where it was so I called and it was confirmed it was there. enough with that the gun is great. I havent put any rounds threw it yet and I will update after I do. But the gun is a good lookind gun and fits perfect in my hands I have medium size hands. Thanks Buds!!! 











Michael L

on
01/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I Recieved My XD .45 Friday Jan 20. Fired 100 rounds thru it on Jan. 21 . Great Results It shot low and to the left at first, But as I got use to the Trigger . Real nice Groups. Thanks Buds for a Great Firearms 











Quinntez G

on
11/07/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent Pistol! Can't wait to take to the range.... Ordered Thursday-Recieved Monday... only regret is not ordering on Wednesday so I could've had it for the weekend. $490- Cheapest price around by far. The Bud's process was seamless also. Waiting for my next gun to get back in stock and I will be ordering again! 











Jeanette S

on
03/28/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is absolutely perfect. The feel is great and the 13 round magazines are awesome. This is now my favorite gun. I cant wait to buy a sub-compact XD. The gun was extremely accurate with no adjustments needed. Bud's service was also great. Quick shipping. 











Kevin B

on
03/27/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I boght this gun with Bud's 90 day layaway plan and I could not be happier with my experience. The customer service was fantastic and once paid off, I received the gun in a few days. As far as the gun, all I can say is WOW! This is once fantastic, accurate shooting gun. I took it to the range for the first time yesterday and as most other reviews have said, it hits right where you aim. The recoil is minimal making it easy to get back on target after each shot. To sum it up, this is one of the best handguns out there. Thanks Buds for making this purchase possible! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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